Private Tuition

There are over 20 tutors delivering high quality private tuition on most instruments. Private tuition is strongly encouraged in order for students to develop correct playing technique and maximize their enjoyment of music and performance under the guidance of an expert. Students are also encouraged to sit formal examinations on their instrument or voice as appropriate and private tutors can assist in the selection of appropriate repertoire and preparation for examinations.

Tuition arrangement, payment and timetabling are done directly between the student and tutor. Below are the contact details of all the tutors who operate through Inaburra School.

Cello Tutor
Conrad Hamill 0449 702 733 conradhamill1992@gmail.com

Double Bass
Ed Bastian 0410 546 460 tanya.ed@bigpond.com

Clarinet
Christian Eder 0491 117 210 cheder66@gmail.com

Flute
Vickie Crozier 0414 721 220 crozier.vicki@gmail.com

French Horn
Michael Dixon 0403 321 461 michaelhdixon@iinet.net.au
Joan Thorp 0405 944 434 joan@thorp.com

Guitar
Carl Morgan 0409 346 402 carlmorganmusic@gmail.com

Oboe
Anna Rodger 0407 883 949 annar@iprimus.com.au

Percussion & Drums
Dave Manuel 0414 519 350 drumitup1@mac.com

Piano Accompanists
Cheryl Hainsworth 0412 579 908 hainsworthcheryl@gmail.com
Ray Avard 0415 094 717 rlavard@hotmail.com
Piano Tutors

Sandra Conwell  0425 281 231  jcncapt@bigpond.net.au
Cheryl Hainsworth  0412 579 908  hainsworthcheryl@gmail.com
Renee Johnston  0415 403 658  emailreneej@gmail.com

Saxophone

Dan Junor  0422 340 133  dannyjunor@gmail.com
Andrew Bickers  0419 299 902  arbickers@gmail.com

Trombone

Brett Page  0402 131 374  brettpage@hotmail.com

Trombone/Low Brass

Paige Shipway  0418 285 452  paige@shipway.net

Trumpet

Nick Garbett  0419 997 833  garfishmusic@gmail.com
Byron Westbury  0435 456 786  byron.westbury@hotmail.com

Tuba

Jonathan Mackay  0401 909 965  jlm981@uowmail.edu.au

Violin Tutors

Irena Dimitrovska  0422 936 607  9576 5244  irenadimitrovska@hotmail.com
Jelena Cretkovic  0415 381 474  jelena10@fastmail.fm

Vocals

Justine Ballan  0408 970 002  9153 8147  jusballan@hotmail.com